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Abstract: This study presents a numerical simulation study on the erosion effect of API 5L X42 pipeline due
to high pressure water jet impact via Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD). The study attempts to simulate the
physics and compare the erosion pattern, simulating actual erosion failure pattern of the pipe. Water was
diffused in a mixture of water and sand. The sand was entrained into the jet stream and produce erosive
impaction of water jet onto the pipeline. The numerical results were found reasonably identical with the
experimental findings.
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INTRODUCTION The examination on failure specimen as conducted by

Erosion is defined as an abrasive wear processes identical  and  support  the  proposed failure mechanism.
results caused by a repetitive impact of solid particles In order to provide clear explanation on the erosion effect
entrained in a moving fluid against a surface, causing a on API 5L X42 pipeline, the flow physics of high speed
removal of material from that surface [1]. Bitter [2] defined water jet in a mixture of water and sand were simulated.
erosion as “material damage caused by the attack of The numerical results were compared with the available
particles entrained in fluid stream system impacting the field and experimental findings.
surface at high-speed”. Solid particle erosion or slurry
erosion is a term to describe an effect of material removal MATERIALS AND METHODS
by means of particles impact in suspended fluid. It has
been reported to be one of the sources of problems in Governing Equations: Computational Fluid Dynamic
many rotating equipment in various prime movers such as (CFD) is a numerical approach commonly used to solve
gas  turbine,  cyclone  separators,  boilers  and pump. the coupled, highly non-inear, set of equations for
Sand, which is normally used as part of backfilling characterizing fluid flow and other engineering problems.
material, can form water sand slurry in the presence of The equations include Reynolds, Averaged Navier-Stokes
water. The impact of this slurry has been proven to cause Equation together with other equations used to describe
metal loses and metal thinning, which eventually leads to the related phenomena under investigation. The general
pipeline failure [3-9]. fluid motions are governed by the Navier-Stokes

Studies by Majid [3], Majid and Mohsin [10] and Equations (NSE). It is derived from the applications of the
Majid [11], showed that a leak of high pressure water pipe three basic conversion laws of nature to fluids, which are
in a mixture of soil and sand could create erosive slurry laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy.
impact onto nearby pipes, which may cause serious Solutions of these equations, with appropriate initial and
failure. Detailed investigation conducted in this study boundary conditions, will enable predictions of flow
suggests that high pressure water impact from leaking behavior. Unfortunately, there is always no exact closed-
water pipe can cause local wall thinning to the steel pipe form solution for NSE. Hence, to obtain its solution, one
body and finally produce pin hole leaks. has to use numerical or computational method. In reality,

Majid [3] and experimental study by Majid [11] seem to be
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fluid motion takes place in a continuum described by
continuous partial differential equation, while computer
simulations can only handle a limited quantity of numbers
and perform basic arithmetical calculations. In this
context, the aim of CFD is to construct an appropriate
discreet representation of the continuum.

In reality, the fluid motion is always complicated by
the turbulence characteristics of fluids with their very
small length and time scales. These characteristics require
huge computing resource to acquire adequate resolution
for the problems. Fortunately, in most cases, only
information related to mean values are more required than
instantaneous  values  due to turbulence. Therefore,
Naïve-Stokes equations are time-averaged to become
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations.

The three-dimensional continuity: x-, y-and z-
momentum and energy equations which describe the flow
of a compressible fluid expressed in strong conservation
form may be written as:

(1)

W is the conserved variable for the five governing
equations. F, G, H are the overall fluxes in the x, y, z
directions, respectively and J is the source term. F, G, H
consist of convective flux and laminar and turbulent
viscous fluxes:

(2)

(3)

(4)

The expression for W, F , G , H  are as follows:C C C

(5)

The source term J represents the body forces or
constants in the equations. For example, if the frame of
reference rotates about the x-axis as in the case of turbo
machinery blade, J will have the following term:

(6)

where,  is the angular speed along the x-axis.

In this study, initially, two-phase (air and water) flow
was considered for the CFD model, where air was treated
as the primary phase. A resume of the relevant equations
in Cartesian tensors is given below. The continuity
equation for the volume fraction of qth phase is:

(7)

where,  donates the qth phase volume fraction, uq i

represents the velocities in the x coordinate directionsi

and t is the time. The volume fraction equation is not
solved for the primary phase; instead, the primary-phase
volume fraction is computed based on the constraint that
the sum of the volume fractions of all phases is one.

The momentum equation is solved throughout the
domain and the resulting velocity field is shared among
the phases:

(8)

where, x and x  are coordinate directions, u  represents thei j i

velocities in the x coordinate directions, u  represents thei j

velocities in the x  coordinate directions, P is the staticj

pressure,  is the constant density, µ is the dynamic
viscosity, is the Reynolds stress.

The transport equations for the turbulence energy k
and dissipation rate  are then solved and shared by the
phases throughout the field. The model is mathematically
given by:

(9)
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(10)

where,  is the turbulent viscosity, G  is thek

generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the mean
velocity gradient, µ represents the velocities in the xi i

Coordinate directions, are C ,C ,C , constant,  andµ 1 2 k ?

are the turbulent Prandtl Numbers for K and
respectively. The values of constant are as follows:

Particle trajectories are calculated by integrating the
force balance on each particle, which includes the particle
inertia and drag force. For a single particle, the force
balance equation can be written as:

(11)

where, µ is the fluid phase velocity, µ  is the particlep

velocity and F  (µ-µ ) is the drag force per unit particleD p

mass that is given by:

(12)

In which  is the density of particle, D  is the particlep P

diameter, R  is relative Reynolds number and C  is thee D

drag coefficient given by:

(13)

These general governing equations are then
converted into their polar coordinate forms and used for
the CFD calculation and study. A control-volume-based
technique is then used to convert the governing
equations into algebraic equations, which then can be
solved numerically (Liu et al., 2004; Ghadi et al., 2012).

Mesh Generation and Boundary Condition: Fig. 1 shows
a hollow cylinder shape being inserted into the sand box,
representing the gas pipe in a buried trench. No mesh was
required  for  the  interior  of  the  gas pipe, as that was not

Fig. 1: Mesh generation of a model to study the water jet
profile impinge onto a gas pipe

Fig. 2: Boundary condition of a model to study the water
jet profile impinge onto a gas pipe

the concern of this case study. The material flow inside
the pipe would not affect the water jet flow direction and
force. The orifice of the water jet was placed on the
surface of the sand box, directly at the gas pipe. In this
case, the orifice was directly perpendicular to the pipe.

Since there was a gas pipe running through the sand
box and an orifice inlet at another face of the sand box, the
mesh line was distorted from the uniform square. Along
the gas pipe line and the surrounding area of the pipe,
refine mesh was used, as it would be the area where water
jet would hit the gas pipe. Refined mesh was essential to
obtain accurate result from the simulation.

Fig. 2 shows the boundary condition for the case
model being created for the water jet simulation. The red
face of the sand box represented the area where water
would flow out from the system. It is defined as ‘pressure
outlet’ in GAMBIT. On the opposite face of the ‘pressure
outlet’ area, there was a small circle which represented
water jet flow into the system; defined as ‘pressure inlet’
in GAMBIT, where i is represented as a light blue colour
in the figure. The other face of the sand box was left as
default  and  automatically  defined  as ‘wall’ by GAMBIT.
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A cylinder shape wall was then inserted ‘into’ the sand DISCUSSION
box, representing the gas pipe laid inside the buried
trench. The water jet profile was simulated with different As shown in Figs. 3 and 4 the velocity contour of
sizes of the orifice. While the orifice sizes were different, the water jet. Initially, the jet core velocity was much
the model assumption, mesh building and boundary higher than the outer jet rim. As the water jet flowed
condition were kept exactly the same. through the sand box, core jet velocity was reduced to the

RESULTS flowed away from the inlet point, the velocity change was

Figs. 3-4 showed the velocity profile of a water hitting as it flowed further away from the water jet inlet point.
a gas pipe. The dynamic pressure profile in accordance to This phenomenon agreed with the finding as reported by
water  jet  position  from  the  orifice is shown in Fig. 5. Liu [12], Guha [13] and Rajaratnam [14], where there was
Figs. 6-7 respectively showed the pressure profile on the an initial rapid decay in the jet velocity within the axial
pipe surface and the pressure vector. The pipeline wall distance. Further downstream, the change in the jet
shear stress and wall strain rate is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 velocity within the domain would be considered
respectively. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of strain rate insignificant.
distribution on the surface around the point of impact as As shown in Fig. 5, it is clear that the dynamic
compared to the pipe specimen from experimental study. pressure decay was inversely proportional to the square

Fig. 3: Side view of velocity profile only on a single point. Instead, it formed an oval shaped

Fig. 4: Plain view of velocity profile for a water jet hitting highest shear stress was not at the point of impact by the
a gas pipe water  jet.  In  fact, we can see it from the contour data that

same velocity as the outer jet rim velocity. As the water jet

reduced. Eventually, the water jet velocity lost its strength

of the distance from the jet exit plane. This trend was
similar even when different orifice size was used. The
regions affected by the presence of the jet increased as
the diameter of the orifice increased. The length of the jet
also increased with the increase of the diameter. This can
be explained by means of the momentum flux as the
diameter increased. It can be seen that the jet profiles for
all orifice diameters were symmetrical. The only difference
was that with bigger orifice size, the larger area affected
by the water jet would be.

In Fig. 6, the pressure was found to be
concentrated on the impact point of the water jet, onto the
gas pipe wall. The water jet pressure did not concentrate

contour around the point of impact where the highest
pressure was faced at the immediate point of the impact.

From Fig. 7 the arrow head of the vector pointed
towards the direction of the pressure flow. It is worth to
notice that at the immediate point of impact of the water
jet on the gas pipe surface wall, the absolute pressure
increased dramatically as the momentum of the water jet
was very high. The direction vectors then spread out from
the centre point of the impact and went around the pipe
surface to the opposite site of the pipe. As the pressure
spread out from the centre of the impact point, the
magnitude also dropped as the water jet lost its
momentum.

As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, It was noticed that the
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Fig. 5: Dynamic pressure versus water jet position from the orifice

Fig. 6: Profile of pressure on pipeline surface

Fig. 7: Profile of pressure vector

the highest shear stress was experienced a few mm above similar with the wall shear stress of the surface wall.
and below the point of impact. Wall shear stress Unlike pressure contour concentrated in an oval shape,
determines  the  erosion  behaviour  of   the   pipe  wall. the strain rate encountered by the surface wall was also
The surface area which experienced high shear stress was spread out like the wall shear stress. Hence, we can
eroded faster than area with low shear stress. The similar conclude that the strain rate is proportional to the wall
trend can be seen from the strain rate of the pipe surface shear stress and it is an important indication of the
wall Fig. 9 the behaviour of the strain rate was somewhat erosion behaviour on the pipe.
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Fig. 8: Pipeline wall shear stress profile

Fig. 9: Pipeline wall strain rate profile

Fig. 10: Strain rate distribution on the surface around the point of impact 
(a) as compared to (b) pipe specimen from experimental study

The strain rate was found proportional to shear stress The highest The highest strain rate (pink color) region
and could be used as an indication of the erosion was observed a few mm above and below the point of
behavior on the pipe. It was also observed that the point impact. It was therefore anticipated that the abrasion rate
of impact actually had a very low strain rate. The strain was higher in those regions. The observation above
rate increased as the distance from the center increased, agreed very well with the experimental findings, as shown
up  to  a  certain  distance   and   then   reduced  again. in Fig. 10.
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Numerical simulations performed in this study Wear, 186: 493-496.
reasonably predicted the velocity and pressure 6. Haugen,   K., O.    Kvernvold,    A.     Ronold   and
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proportional to the square simulation results also of the 7. Achebo, J.I., 2009. Evaluation of wear severity in
distance from the jet exit plane. The showed that the pipe pipeline. J. Eng. Applied Sci., 4(1): 74-76.
surface wall shear stress and strain rate were higher at the 8. Adebayo, A., A.S. Dada, 2008. An evaluation of the
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